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I'm in the waiting room
and you're in the magnetic resonance imager.
It doesn't take an MRI to discern
the red *pentimento* beneath
the landscape of Rapid City.

I go out to smoke a cigarette.
The lushness of ripe corn, cinnamonned apple
pie and cowcrap blended onto the palette
of black night and then brushed
over the red-necked symmetry
of these squat buildings cannot hide
the fact that this is Indian ground.

A night sky full of Indians died
so that this arrogant little city could live.
This small pimple on the white butt
of America is haunted, truly haunted
by the red ghosts of sunset, darling,
but waxing political is pointless.
You're having your brain scanned
so we can know for sure
if you're spinning a cocoon
for your new empty mind.